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COMMUNITY BASICS

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
ASAPbio (Accelerating Science and its Publication in biology) is a 
nonprofit with a mission to make life sciences communication faster 
and more transparent. Set up in 2016, ASAPbio hosts a vibrant, diverse 
and global community of researchers and other stakeholders who 
raise awareness of preprints and encourage their productive use in 
the life sciences. ASAPbio’s goal is to empower community members 
to become a valuable resource for information, training, and support 
around preprint use. The community also allows stakeholders to keep 
up to date with initiatives in preprints and open science. Members 
interact via a Slack group, community calls, outreach events and 
programs such as the Fellows program. 

Community Management
Community management is 
provided by a 0.5 FTE Associate 
Director and 0.2 FTE Executive 
Director who receive assistance 
from 33 current ASAPbio Fellows 
who each contribute a few hours/
month. Former Fellows also 
provide some assistance. 
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Preprint 
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Mostly online with some 
in-person events*

*all activities were online 
during the COVID-19 pandemic
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50 Fellows
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Partly open – anyone can 
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work in the field but until 
they’re approved they don’t 
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community
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The 6-month ASAPbio Fellows program 
provides participants with tools and skills to 
drive discussions about the productive use of 
preprints in the life sciences, so that they can 
represent ASAPbio at conferences and within 
institutions. There were 25 Fellows in the 
2020 cohort and 33 in the 2021 cohort.
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PROGRAMMING 
In this community, programming includes cohorts of a six-month 
Fellows program, community calls every two months, calls with the 
Community Action Group every two months, a monthly newsletter, 
blog posts and resources added to the website, events such as preprint-
related webinars, and conversations via Slack. Many of these activities 
are led by past or current Fellows.

Online In-person

COMMUNITY TOOLBOX

Email
MailChimp
Blog
Twitter

Facebook
Zoom
Slack

Google Drive

Communications

Productivity

Slack
Community platform

COMMUNITY CHAMPIONS
CHAMPIONS take 
on additional 
activities to support 
or advance the 
community. They 
are sometimes 
described as 
emergent leaders.

MAINTAIN

• maintainer roles 
• create 

documentation 

GROW

• represent the 
community at external 
events

EVOLVE

• participate in a focus 
group or other means 
of in-depth feedback

• participate in 
working groups 
or special interest 
groups (led 
by community 
members)

• organize events 
together

• meet in small 
groups (led 
by community 
manager)

• @mention or discuss 
on community 
platform

• co-author blog 
posts or papers 
(asynchronously)

• newsletter
• webinar
• Twitter
• Facebook
• blog
• website
• online community 

platform

• contact community 
manager directly

• ask questions in a 
webinar / post in the 
chat

• replies on social media
• write a guest blog post
• share a resource
• contribute code, 

documentation, or 
blueprints

• fill in a survey

THE COMMUNITY 
PARTICIPATION MODEL

The CSCCE Community Participation 
Model describes four modes 
of member engagement that 
can occur within a community – 
CONVEY/CONSUME, CONTRIBUTE, 
COLLABORATE, and CO-CREATE – 
and one that can occur both inside 
and outside of it: CHAMPION. All 
modes may be present at once, 
with some members interacting in 
multiple modes – or a community 
may have member engagement that 
falls into only some of the modes 
described. The model enables the 
mapping of community member 
behaviors to programming and 
other infrastructural support that 
the community manager, convening 
organization, or funder may provide 
to the community.

For more information, see the CSCCE 
community participation model.
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OUTPUTS & EVALUATION
Success looks like growth in the number of community members, increased 
representation from currently underrepresented research disciplines and 
geographical regions, community members increasingly engaging with their 
communities to drive awareness and adoption of preprints.

Evaluation and Reporting
• Community member surveys
• Community member interviews
• Reports for leadership

Challenges
The ASAPbio Community has traditionally included members predominantly from 
the USA and Europe, and with a focus on cell/molecular biology. We would like to 
increase representation of researchers from diverse geographical regions and from 
a broad range of disciplines in the life sciences.

• Slow growth of community
• Increasing diversity

Opportunities
ASAPbio would like to attract new community members from research 
disciplines that are currently less likely to use preprints, as well as from 
geographic areas that are currently underrepresented. Also, to complete 
projects and resource creation driven by community members themselves.

• Growth - branch into new domain
• Growth - add new members
• Engagement - increase member activity
• Engagement - more members acting as champions
• Activities - create community outputs together
• Activities - host conference(s) / workshops
• Value - more members expressing recognition of the 

community’s value

Successes over the last year
We started the ASAPbio Fellows program in June 2020. It was very successful, engaging 
a group of 25 community members who completed a wide range of projects during the 
6 months of the program. We are currently running the second cohort of the program, 
and many of the 2020 Fellows remain engaged with other ASAPbio activities.

• Growth - added new working groups
• Growth - launched new program or project
• Growth - added new members
• Engagement - increased activity of members 
• Engagement - more members acted as champions
• Activities - an in-person or virtual event
• Value - external recognition of the community’s impact

FUNDING

Funding Streams
• 100% grant funded: ASAPbio 

receives funding from six 
funding organizations, 
although it is not associated 
with a specific grant.

Members can apply for stipends to 
run events or small grants for pilot 
projects through ASAPbio. 

100%
Grants

ABOUT THIS PROFILE
This profile is part of a research 
project conducted by the Center for 
Scientific Collaboration and Community 
Engagement (CSCCE). You can find out 
more about the project, and view more 
community profiles, on our website. 

Information for this profile was 
submitted by Iratxe Puebla, Associate 
Director. 
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